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DATA S H E E T

Journeys
Power The Customer Journey at The Speed of Mobile

Coordinate and unify messages, experiences and 
campaigns — inside and outside the appTM.
Orchestrate moments that matter to help your  
customers quickly achieve their goals and drive  
bottom-line results across the entire customer  
lifecycle. 

Bring Customer Journeys to Life
Visually create, understand and perfect goal-driven 
customer journeys across channels to anticipate 
customer needs and deliver individualized value and 
deeper engagement at every step.
 
Orchestrate In Real-Time
Rapidly weave together in-app experiences and mes-
saging. Deliver multi-channel sequences at the most 
meaningful moments. Harness the power of customer 
intelligence to deliver the right messages to the  
right customers at the right moments across all your  
channels.

Meet Customers In the Moment
Create and deliver personalized experiences at scale, 
based on real-time customer data. Drive engagement 
and build loyalty by delivering relevant content  
across channels.

No-Code  Lifecycle Management
Save time and resources with a unified platform for 
cross-channel journey orchestration. Automate 
customer journeys and eliminate manual tasks to  
improve efficiency and speed to market. Use out-of-
the-box templates to easily create new customer 
journeys and improve existing campaigns. Adjust  
creative and delivery times, and add new channels  
to a journey, all from the same dashboard. 

Connect and Optimize Journeys
Use journey maps to create and visualize relationships 
between journeys. Develop modular, relevant and  
contextual flows that keep customers engaged through  
every stage of the customer app lifecycle. Then  
optimize the entire customer flow by seeing how each 
journey performs and impacts your business goals. 

Map and Track Journeys Everywhere
A/B test sequences, and monitor and optimize perfor-
mance,  with real-time reporting and analytics. Measure 
the impact of customer journeys on business outcomes, 
and adjust strategies to maximize ROI. Spot opportuni-
ties to double down on what’s working, adjust what isn’t, 
and test new ideas for continuous improvement.
 

Try Airship Now Talk To An Expert

Get Started
Create customer value – inside and outside the app™

https://go.airship.com/accounts/register/plan/starter/
https://growth.airship.com/demo-request/

